**College Coffee (9:00 am – 9:50 am)** First floor atrium of the Global Commons

**Poster Session I (8:30 am – 9:50 am)**
The Great Hall, Global Commons – Various Departments
We ask all members of the Elon community to scan their Phoenix cards at one of our card tapping stations at the poster sessions in the Great Hall. This will help the Undergraduate Research Program track attendance at these sessions for both presenters and attendees. Students will get a chance to win an Amazon gift card.

**Oral Presentation Session I (10:00 am – 11:40 am)**
McKinnon D – Psychology
McKinnon E – English
McKinnon F – Mathematics, Computer Science
Lakeside 212 – Biology
Lakeside 213 – Marketing & International Business, Management
Lakeside 214 – World Languages & Cultures (Spanish)
Global Commons 103 – Communications
Moseley 215 – Religious Studies
Isabella Cannon Room – International & Global Studies
Inman 112 – Economics
Yeager Recital Hall – Art & Art History, Performing Arts (Theatre)
Koenigsberger Learning Center 127 – Carret Essay Contest

**Break (11:40 am – 12:30 pm)** Lunch on your own

**Oral Presentation Session II (12:30 pm – 2:10 pm)**
- McKinnon D – Psychology
- McKinnon E – English
- McKinnon F – Chemistry
- Lakeside 212 – Biology
- Lakeside 213 – Management, International Business
- Lakeside 214 – World Languages & Cultures (Classical Studies)
- Global Commons 103 – Communications
- Moseley 215 – Symposium I: Rising to the Challenge: South Asian Communities and Globalization
- Isabella Cannon Room – Education & Wellness
- Inman 112 – Economics
- Yeager Recital Hall – Music

**Oral Presentation Session III (2:20 pm – 4:00 pm)**
- McKinnon D – Exercise Science
- McKinnon E – Political Science & Policy Studies
- McKinnon F – Chemistry & Physics (Engineering)
- Lakeside 212 – Public Health Studies
- Lakeside 213 – Sociology, Human Service Studies
- Lakeside 214 – World Languages & Cultures (Spanish & French)
- Global Commons 103 – Sport Management
Moseley 215 – Symposium II: Sustainability across the Disciplines and in Community-Based Partnerships
Isabella Cannon Room – Education & Wellness
Inman 112 – Economics, Finance, Accounting

**Poster Session II (4:10 pm – 5:30 pm)**
The Great Hall, Global Commons – Various Departments
We ask all members of the Elon community to scan their Phoenix cards at one of our card tapping stations at the poster sessions in the Great Hall. This will help the Undergraduate Research Program track attendance at these sessions for both presenters and attendees. Students will get a chance to win an Amazon gift card.

**SURF Reception (4:30 pm – 5:30 pm)** First floor atrium of the Global Commons